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WorkEcology Insight Note: 090110 - #sustainnow Learning from the Science of
Chemistry

@elainecohen has been using her twitter and blog posts to mix up a lot of ideas that added great value to the idea
of chemistry (#safechem) as a metaphor for a sustainable leadership practice of "sensemaking."  Elaine directs us
to think of the chemical practice of "mixing up of ingredients"  as a metaphor from which companies can build
learning and sustainable outcomes ( OR NOT).

I pointed out something similar this past week, as a guest blogger at IN GOOD COMPANY. In this post I
provided my thesis for how CSR and Sustainability has to move from its frontier form of startup into a practice
that mixes up all the ingredients that sustsainability implies.

By the time I completed and published this post, Elaine had me on my toes again without permitting me any time
to take a breath!   

Interacting in the CSR Social Media world has most certainly become an opportunity to gain more precision with
life balance. While Elaine finds stress relief with Chunky Monkey; I have taken to the treadmill and nautilus for
my own stress relief. Right now I can't imagine doing anything else but breathing and sweating my way through
the chaos of opportunity that has shaped in CSR and Sustainability.

On a daily basis, I am pushed to distinguish my writing time to the art of research and story telling versus the art
of summary and analysis. Your combined intelligence productively distracts me!

In the last few weeks, Elaine's blog posts and twittering have generated rapid forms  forms of response and
analysis that set me back from doing the thorough reearch my work requires to teach and capture the story of
change in sustainability.  Hence, I am getting far more selective in what I read and harvested these links most
recently that are relevant to my own work.

From Elaine's blog  CSR-Reporting

1. Dow Chemicals 2009 CSR Report

 

2. Danisco's 2010 Sustainability Report
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and Elaine's tweeting

3. Sanofi Aventis 2009 CSR Report

 

All these post have sparked me to conduct a more indepth social network and cultural analysis of distinguishing
the elements of sustainable leadership that  I first described to @vaultcsr 's Aman Singh withwere first my
analysis of Kathrin Winkler's leadership as Chief Sustainaibility Officer at EMC.

This is keeping me on my toes to perform a more in-depth of analysis on how companies are embedding education
in their culture to lead change responsive to a need for sustainability.

These last 3 reports presented me a lens into how companies can build out strategies that contribute to to
redefining health to mean more than health care.

Within Elaine's Dow Chemical analysis, she asserts an important meta-perspective using the practice of
chemistry as a metaphor for sustainable business practice, when she asserted:

"This rigid structure, together with the impersonal nature of the report (only one photo of the Chairman and
none of employees or any other stakeholders)  made me think of comparing the Dow report to a
chemistry experiment - sterile laboratory conditions, detailed lab notes, exact measures of all materials, a
process conducted in perfect sequence and an output which delivers a predictable result. A CSR Report is,
after all, not just a report. It is a story. A story of how PEOPLE are doing sustainable business. Even
chemistry labs need people."

 

This metaphor implies and supports how critical PEOPLE and HUMAN CAPITAL are to '"mixing the ingredients"
of CSR into sustainable business practice.

As a consultant to @jeffreyhogue, Elaine provided the idea and driver for the the Danisco synthesis of its report
with the title she gave to Danisco for their 2010 report, "Ingredients for Sustainability."

This morning, Elaine twittered the link to Sanofi Aventis 2009 CSR report

 

http://sanofi-aventis.beevirtua.com/CSRreport2009/beevirtua/beevirtua.html#app=9823&adf3-lang=en&ccb3-pageId=0&9557-source=xmlConfs/init.xml
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After quick review of these links, I formed these questions:

 

1. What is the obligation of a company in a merger acquisition to  to repair any harm created by the previous CEO
and Directors? 

For example, what lessons and change did Dow Chemical lead with the acquisition of Union Carbide and its repair
of the Bhopal Chemical Crisis?

 

2. What can other companies can learn from Danisco's culture as to how they Danisco embeds a sustainability
agenda into its operations at 80 sites around the world?  What does this imply?

What could BP can learn from Danisco?

 

Is Danisco seeking to follow Walmart and General Electrics' example of reorganizing as an ecological economy by
design rather than focusing on strategy as an exercise of organization and business planning?

 

3. Will Sanofi Aventis rapid position and action steps their leadership has taken to acquire Genzyme for   $18.5
Billion embed sustainability into its agenda? 

Will the focus for the merger be based on how much Genzyme's CEO, Henri Temeer can personally gain ($23M
projected personal gain).  Or will Sanofi Aventis bridge its sustainable agenda with Genzyme influenced by Sanofi
Aventis' membership in the UNGlobal Compact?

Deloitte is inside Genzyme now as we speak conducting an analysis or audit.  Given their role in developing the
UN Global Compact Framework for Sustainability will they use this as away to value the company and contribute
to the design of the merger/acquisition?

If Sanofi Aventis acquires Genzyme, will it introduce an initiative that leads current Genzyme employess into a
culture of change that engages Genzyme's social network to experience sustainable improvements through the
supply chain

What is at risk here?

Will competent employees be put at risk by downsizing and layoff for what or will Sanofi Aventis value the
richness of human capital and address the barriers within the culture that have prevented competent people
from performing for the benefit of all Genzyme stakeholders?
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How will Genzyme improve on the delivery of current and new treatments to patient populations suffering
with illnesses related to diseases, e.g. renal failure, leukemia gaucher disease?

 

The implications of questions like these are critical to embedding education into a culture of change initiative.
This type of perspective requires looking and engaging  outside the traditional boundaries of organization.

What are the core group economic decision making patterns within all these companies and what makes their CSR
performance distinct and valuable or not?

A Personal Thank You to Elaine

Elaine, thank you so much for inspiring my week with your fast pace and intelligent analysis; While keeping me
on my toes to shape my message in a productive and cohesive form, please forgive me if I occassionally seek out
quiet from your very on demand world of media, please forgive me for not reading every valuable word of what you
write.  It seems after a year of posting on AboutWorkEcology,

it has become time to focus on my book, the indepth analysis I am doing to

to market and conduct workshop program (for individuals, communities of practice and organizations) to
inspire new formations fo social networking that embed sustainability into Stakeholder Engagement to
construct education formats of learning that impact and measure economic metrics for sustainability;
defining a new forum that is responsive for #safechem practices;
getting focused on taking my book proposal for Tale of Meaningful Use; Giving Economic Backbone
to Sustainability the attention it requires to complete the book sooner rather than later.

And for now, simply adding a note of Congratulations to @Jeffrey Hogue on his marriage.  Jeff, I saw you could
not keep away from twitter, before your 9/6 projected return to work. Jeff, I hope I can connect with you
constructively sometime post 9/12 so we can review my questions on the  impact of Danisco's sustainability
agenda from an economic point of view beyond organization practice.

Warm thoughts,

Lavinia Weissman
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